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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study is to develop a new muon beam monitor for
MUon Science Innovative Channel (MUSIC) project at Osaka University. It was a
prototype with the dimension of 20x20x1cm3 plastic scintillating counter with
wavelength shifting fibers (WLS-Fi) readout to alternate the particle beam to the
multi pixel photon counter (MPPC). We are using Strontium-90 as a test source along
this research. The data was taken in 10000 events by varying parameters such as
number of MPPCs used and the source positions. Raw data will be processed and
plotted in a histogram. 12 MPPCs were used to determine light yield by MPPC. A
maximum of 10 photons was detected by MPPC nearest to source. It is half of the
estimated number of photon which is calculated using formula. Then, we add two
photomultiplier tube (PMT) to trigger at opposite direction, we estimated the best
position resolution is about 3mm for black sheet condition. As a conclusion, black
sheet condition gives best resolution compare to other.
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ABSTRAK

Kajian ini dijalankan bagi membina sebuah pengesan bentuk sinaran muon
untuk projek MUSIC di Osaka University. Sebuah protaip berukuran 20x20x1cm3
telah dibina menggunakan kaunter scintilator plastik dilengkapi dengan fiber WLS
dan disambungkan ke MPPC untuk mengesan bilangan cahaya photon yang
dipancarkan oleh unsur Beta. Bilangan MPPC ditambah secara genap bagi melihat
kesan bilangan photon apabila MPPC berada jauh daripada unsur Beta. Sebanyak
10000 bacaan telah diambil sambil mengubah kuantiti MPPC dan posisi unsur.
Bacaan akan diproses dan diplot ke dalam histogram. 12 buah MPPC telah
digunakan bagi mengira bilangan cahaya pada MPPC. Sebanyak 10 photon telah
dikesan pada MPPC tetapi ia adalah separuh daripada nilai kiraan menggunakan
teori. Kemudian, 2 PMT telas diletakkan pada arah berlawanan dan hasilnya resolusi
pengesan bertambah baik iaitu 3mm. Kesimpulannya, kajian susulan harus
dijalankan bagi memperbaiki resolusi pengesan bagi menghasilkan pengesan yang
tepat.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Introduction

The discovery of electron 100 years ago had begun the development of
elementary particle physics. However, the subject really blossomed after 1950 and
thus stimulated the development of high energy accelerators. Elementary is always
refers to pointlike or structureless particles. Muon is one of the elemental particles
which is in lepton family and like a brother to electron. There are positively-charged
and negatively-charged muons. The mass of the muon is about 200 times that of an
electron. A positive muon behaves like a light proton. A negative muon behaves like
a heavy electron. Muon is unstable; its mean lifetime is about 2.2 microseconds.

To observe this kind of particle, we need to have a high energy particle
detector. The classical way of single photon detection is to use a Photomultiplier
Tube (PMT). Particularly with a cooled photocathode, such a device can have a very
low dark count rate. The quantum efficiency can reach several tens of percent in the
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visible spectral region, whereas devices for infrared light achieve quantum
efficiencies of at most a few percent.

However, PMT has many disadvantages. PMT needs high voltage supply
and cannot be used under a strong magnetic field range. PMTs are also very costly
and have typically lower quantum efficiency. We are replacing PMT with a new
silicon photomultiplier (Si-PM) called Multi Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC).

MPPC have many features which may challenge the capability and
sensitivity of PMT. Even though the size and its active area of MPPCs are so small
compared to PMTs, it is able to detect photon signals separately. It also can be used
under a strong magnetic field range. In this research, a beam monitor with MPPC
readout has been developed. This detector aims to measure muon hit position to
know beam shape of muons.

1.2

Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this study are:
-

To construct a prototype of muon beamline detector.

-

To measure the hit position of particle and number of light yield for each
MPPCs.
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-

To calculate the position resolution for different condition

1.3

Scope of the Present Study

This study covers the construction of a muon beamline detector prototype
with the dimension of 20x20x1 cm3. The prototype consists of a box wrapped with
black sheet, a plastic scintillator stripped with wavelength shifting fibers and the
MPPCs as photon sensors. Position resolutions are examined with beta source (Sr90)
at different surface conditions of the plastic scintillator. The details of the
measurements are described with the analysis to calculate the position resolutions.

1.4

Significance

Single photon counters are used in various areas of science and technology.
Some fields of quantum optics and in particular quantum information technology
require single photon detection, often with high quantum efficiency and with a
precise timing for coincidence detection. Methods such as light detection and ranging
(LIDAR) and optical time domain reflectometry (OTDR) have to work with very low
light levels and can therefore profit from photon counting detectors.
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MPPC are some kinds of new photodetectors that are so sensitive and they
allow the detection of single photon. It is possible to register single photon
absorption events, rather than measuring an optical intensity or power. It is also
possible to register coincidences between two or more detectors. This is very
important and functional for many experiments in quantum optics.

The combination of MPPC with Wavelength Shifting fiber (WLS-fi) may
enhance the capability of both components to detect particle. This muon beam
monitor is not only capable to detect muons but also heavy particle such as Q-ball
and other particles. This detector will be used in the MUon Science Innovative
Channel (MUSIC) project at the Osaka University, which will be discussed later in
Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER 2

MUON SCIENCE AND THE MUSIC PROJECT AT OSAKA UNIVERSITY

2.1

What are muons?

The muon is one of the kinds of elementary particles called “lepton”,
which can have only electromagnetic and weak interactions, and cannot have strong
interaction. The muon is unstable and its lifetime is about 2.2 microseconds. The
mass of the muon is 105 MeV/c2, which are about 200 times the electron mass and
1/9 times the proton mass. There are two different charged types of the muon, and
one of them is positively charged and the other is negatively charged. The muon has
a spin of 1/2, which may cause them to have their own magnetic moment.

Since the muon is unstable, it does not exist in nature. Protons create the
muons in the universe hitting atmosphere, and they are coming down to the earth as
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cosmic rays. Energetic protons that are provided by an accelerator, hitting a target,
can artificially produce the muon. The bombardment of protons on a target produces
pions, which subsequently decay into a muon and a muon neutrino.

2.2

Overview of the MUSIC project

There is a new project to construct a highly intense muon beam source, based
on a novel idea using superconducting magnets, at Osaka University. The MUSIC
refers to “MUon Science Innovative Channel”. Once it is completed, the MUSIC
would become one of the beam sources that can produce muons with the highest
intensity in the world, and a broad field of muon science can be carried out with the
muon beam provided by the MUSIC. The MUSIC facility is being constructed at the
Research Centre of Nuclear Physics (RCNP), Osaka University. The first phase of
the MUSIC has already been approved and funded. The completion of the first phase
is estimated to be by May 2010. The MUSIC consists of 3 systems which are a pion
capture system, muon transportation system and the phase rotation system [1].

The RCNP cyclotron has 0.4kW beam power (which is formed by 400
MeV in energy and 1 µA in a current) will be used as the proton beam accelerator
and the muon yield about 108 – 109 muons per second can be expected from Monte
Carlo simulations

[2].

This cyclotron will produce a continuous beam in its time
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structure, which wil be supplied to the MUSIC. This expected muon beam intensity
would be better than at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland, which used
1MW proton beam power to yield 108 muons per second [1].

Figure 2.1: Layout of MUSIC project in RCNP Osaka University [1].

2.3

Physics Programs at the MUSIC project

The science programs that could be done at the MUSIC project would
cover a wide variety of science, for instance, from elementary particle physics,
nuclear physics, and solid-state physics. The MUSIC facility also can be used for
non-destructive trace elements analysis, archeology and chemistry and biology, and
the energy-production issues

[1, 2].

In the following, some examples of the muon
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science will be shown.

2.3.1

Elementary Particle Physics

For elementary particle physics, the MUSIC would be used to make a
search for Lepton Flavor Violation of Charged Leptons (cFLV). cLFV is known to be
sensitive to new physics beyond the Standard Modal of elementary particle physics.
Even though neutrino mixing is established by the observations of phenomena of
neutrino oscillation, charged-lepton mixing has been yet to be found

[1].

The

discovery of cLFV would be worth to a class of Nobel-prize winning. Osaka
University has run several experimental approaches in order to search for the muon
to electron conversion process, which is one of the cLFV processes with muons with
an experimental sensitivity of about 10-16 in its branching ratio (a ratio of the rate to
the total rate).

2.3.2

Materials Science

Since the muon has a magnetic moment, it would precess under an internal
magnetic field in materials. This phenomenon can be used to probe a magnetic field
inside materials. Thus it was useful for solid-state physics in assigning material
properties

[1].

The method is called “muon spin rotation” or “muon spin resonance”,
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which is analogous to “nuclear magnetic resonance”.

2.3.3

Muon catalyzed fusion

Muon Catalyzed Fusion (CF) is a fusion cycle which visualized the
muonic atom formation. When muon was bombarded with deuterium and tritium,
about 14 MeV neutrons will be produced. About 100 fusions per muon have been
observed recently, but does not reach “scientific break even” in which the input
energy to create muons is the same as the output energy obtained from fusions. The
study was needed under extreme conditions, and highly intense muon beam is
required. MUSIC is the suitable way to observe this fusion.

µ − + d + t →4He + n

Figure 2.2: Muon Catalyzed fusion cycle [2].

(1.1)
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2.4

Hardware Components of the MUSIC project

As I mentioned earlier, there are three major hardware components in
MUSIC projects. They are a pion capture system, a muon transportation system and a
phase rotation system.

2.4.1 Pion Capture System

Pion captures solenoid
solenoid system includes target and the capture section
(Figure 2.3).. When the 0.4kW proton beam is bombarded to the target, it will
synthesis to many artificial productions. One of them is pions, and all the pions will
be captured and transported inside the solenoid.
solenoid. Pion is an unstable particle, thus it
decays rapidly to muon as soon as they are being captured.

Figure 2.3: Solenoid magnet (red) for the Pion Capture System
Syste
connected to a Muon Transport System
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In the pion capture system, pions, which are a parent elementary particle of
a muon, are produced by proton bombardment on a pion production target made of
graphite. They are collected by a magnetic field of 3.5 T produced by a
superconducting solenoid magnet that surrounds the pion production target located at
the center of the solenoid magnet. Because of the strong magnetic field at the pion
production target, a significantly high efficiency of collection of pions would be
achieved. It is the reason why the MUSIC would achieve the word highest intensity
of a muon beam.

2.4.2 Muon Transport System

Following the pion capture system, comes the muon transport system, where
the pions thus captured decay to muons ( π → µν ) and the muons from pion decays
are transported under a solenoid magnetic field. The muon transport system is
comprised of curved superconducting solenoids with a magnetic field of about 2 T.
Superconducting solenoid act as a muon transport system (see Figure 2.3). It
transports muon from the pion capture section to phase rotation system. This
superconducting solenoid will be cooled down to 6K. In this solenoid, there are to
magnetic field range was used. 3.5T of magnetic field was used to capture pion at the
beginning than 2T of magnetic field is applied to transport them along the solenoid.
At the end of this solenoid, a muon beamline detector was located to detect muons.
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The solenoid magnets in the muon transport system have been adopted to make a
high transport efficiency of muons to an experimental apparatus.

2.4.3 Phase Rotation System

And then the muon tranport system will be followed by the phase rotation
system. Phase rotating system is consists of a Fixed Field Alternating Gradient Ring
(FFAG). The phase rotation system consists of a storage ring for muons. The major
function of the phase rotation system is to make a spread of kinetic energy of muons
narrower by applying radio-frequency (RF) electric fields. Namely, muons with high
energy are decelerated and those with low energy are accelerated by RF fields. After
several turns in the storage ring, the kinetic energy spread of muons becomes smaller
so that thin research samples of muon stopping can be used.

The number of muons available at the MUSIC project is estimated as
follows. The RCNP cyclotron has 0.4kW beam power (which is formed by 400 MeV
in energy and 1 µA in a current) will be used as the proton beam accelerator and the
muon yield about 108 – 109 muons per second can be expected from Monte Carlo
simulations. This cyclotron will produce a continuous beam in its time structure,
which wil be supplied to the MUSIC. This expected intensity would be more than
that at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland, which used 1MW proton beam
power to yield 108 muons per second.
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Figure 2.4: PRISM-Fixed Field Alternating Gradient Ring (FFAG) [1].

2.5

Beam Specification of the MUSIC Project

When a 0.4kW proton beam power initialized by the proton cyclotron
bombarded on a target, artificial particle production will occur. Pions are the major
production of the interaction. The pion will decay to muon and their muon beam
intensity is simulated in Figure 2.5 below. There are small amount of surface muons
which are produced by at-rest decay of pions stopped near the surface of the target
materials. The muon beam intensity that is estimated to be about 108 to 109 muons
per second. From detailed simulations, they would be yield and 8x108 of them are
positively charged muons and remaining 2x108 are negatively charged muons.
Positively charged muons amount is greater than negatively charged because of the
proton beam used.
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Intensity, I

Time, t (sec)

Figure 2.5: Artificial production intensity [3].

The expected momentum and the intensity of muon beam as a function of
the magnetic field of the solenoid are shown in Figure 2.6. It is expected that as the
magnetic field increases, the mean of momentum increases, while the number of
muon yield is decreased after a few Tesla [1].

Mean of momentum

Average
muons




























Magnetic field, B



Magnetic field,B


(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6: (a) Graph of mean of momentum versus magnetic field [3].
(b) Graph of muon yields versus magnetic field [3].
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Finally, positions of muon beams at the exit of the solenoid can be
simulated. The expected profile of muon beam is shown in Figure 2.7. It is found that
muons after the solenoid have spreads about 10cm in x and y directions, from which
the hit positions of muons can be detected by a detector of the dimension of

Position, y (mm)

20x20cm2.

Position, x (mm)

















Figure 2.7: Muon beam profile [3].
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW BEAM DETECTOR FOR MUSIC

3.1

Requirement of a beam detector for MUSIC

This new particle detector has been proposed for the MUSIC project at
Osaka University to monitor the beam profile of muon beam. The beam monitor is
based on a plastic scintillator with wavelength shifting (WLS) fiber by MPPC
readout, with which a hit position of muons can be measured with good resolution
under a strong magnetic field near the solenoid.

3.1.1

Position Measurements

The original size required for the MUSIC beam monitor is 40x40x1 cm3.
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The beam monitor contains of 30 WLS-fis and 60 MPPCs. These fibres are stripped
on the plastic scintillator in x and y direction to estimate the hit position of muons in
2D. At the end of fiber two MPPCs are attached to measure the number of photons
trapped in WLS-fis. The hit positions of incoming muons are calculated by the ratio
of the number of photons at each fiber.

3.2

Particle Detector for the MUSIC

3.2.1

Design Overview

A prototype detector of the dimension of 20x20x1 cm3 has been built. A
plastic scintillator is grooved and 7 wavelength shifting fibers are glued on each
groove. The distance between two fibers is 25mm.

Figure 3.1: Plastic Scintillator stripped with WLS-fi.
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There are 7 WLS-fibres and 12 MPPCs are attached (2 WLS-fibres are not
readout). A WLS-fi is connected to 2 MPPCs at both ends. Two support connectors
made of aluminum and plastic with 5mm thick are used to fix and align left-handed
and right-handed MPPCs with WLS-fibers.

Figure 3.2: Support connector (Aluminum)

Figure 3.3: Support connector (Plastic)

Figure 3.2 and 3.3 above show the design of detector for both aluminum
and plastic connector.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.4: (a) Side view and (b) Upside view of the support connectors.

3.2.2

Plastic Scintilating Counter with WLS-Fi embedded

A plastic scintilator is made of polyvinyltoluene (PVT) which we bought
from Eljen Technology. It always accompanies with a wavelength shifting fiber. It
has very fast timing applications when very high pulse pair resolution is required.
The typical size used is small to minimize the photon scattering

[4]

. It has an

attenuation length of about 1.4m which is also one of the important factors in
estimating number of photons received by a detector.

Figure 3.5: WLS fiber stripped into plastic scintillator.
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3.2.3

Wavelength Shifting Fibers (WLS-Fi)

A Wavelength Shifter (WLS) is a photo fluorescent material that absorbs
higher frequency, ν photons and emits lower frequency, ν photons. Bicron’s WLSfiber which consists of core and 2 cladding are chosen for use. The core is made of
Polymethylmetacrylate (PMMA) which has a refractive index of 1.49. Typical
diameters for a round WLS-fibers are more or equal to 0.2mm

[5]

. The refractive

index of inner cladding is smaller than that of the core. A black Extra Mural
Absorber (EMA) coating around the inner cladding has the lowest refractive index,
1.42 to permit total internal reflection at the second boundary. It can capture the
additional photons which increases the output signal up to 60% over a conventional
single cladding fiber.
These WLS fiber are stripped into the plastic scintillator. It shifts blue
wavelength to green light wavelength. The decay time is about 12ns with attenuation
length of 3.5m.

High Frequency, ν
Low Frequency, ν

Figure 3.6: Inner structure of Wavelength Shifting fiber
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This volume can be read out by wavelength-shifting (WLS) fibres, hence
reducing the surface to be equipped with photodetectors. If one can in addition make
the tubes very long, the number of photosensitive devices necessary to read the
volume of the detector can be reduced as the detector is made wider. The maximal
length of the tubes is dominated by the attenuation length of the WLS fibres and the
minimal number of photo-electrons that need to be detected to perform the physics
measurements [6].

Light from large-surface scintillator plates can be collected into rods or
plates of WLS material, a technique particularly important in large sampling
calorimeters

[6]

. WLS light also matches better the frequency sensitivity of the

receiver such as photomultiplier and vacuum diode. On the other hand, the decay
time of the signal increases to about 10 to 20 ns. In the case of a common light guide
for several wavelength shifters each coupled to several scintillators, only about one
sixth of the light is emitted into the cone retained by total reflection. By calculating
the total reflection coefficient using equation (3.1), we found that the factor of total
internal reflection is about 0.053.

ϑc = sin −1

n2
n1

(3.1)
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3.2.4

Multi-Pixel Photon Counter (MPPC)

A MPPC is a newly developed device and its performance is rapidly
improving. It is an opto-semiconductor device with an excellent photon counting
capability developed by Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan. There are many types of
MPPC produces by this company. For this project, we choose to use 100 pixels
MPPC made by ceramic and have cross sections area of 1mm2. The MPPC is
classified into solid state devices, so the performance of MPPC should be varies by
temperature.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.7: (a) MPPC with 1mm2 active area. (b) MPPC consist of multiple APD
(c) 100-pixels ceramic MPPC.

It is made up of multiple Avalanche Photodiode (APD) pixels operated in
Geiger mode above the breakdown voltage. These Geiger modes APD are aligned in
parallel to enable the sensor to detect incoming photon simultaneously

[7]

. The sum

of the output from each APD pixel forms the MPPC output. This allows the counting
of single photons or the detection of pulses of multiple photons. The MPPC amplifies
photon signals and converts them to electrical signals. In the detector material,
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electrons excited by incoming photons are accelerated in a strong electric field
applied to a region in the device

[7]

. These electrons have enough energy to liberate

other electrons, creating avalanche multiplication. In Geiger-mode, the device can
trigger a stronger avalanche at a signal gain of more than 105.

Energy,E (eV/cm)

Al conductor

Position, x (µm)

Figure 3.8: Basic operation in MPPC [8].

Each pixel consists of p and n-type semiconductor above p- layer called
depletion region, and surrounded by guard ring placed for isolation from other pixels.
Applying 70 V of reverse bias voltage to the p-n junction plane, strong electric field
is created in the depletion region

[8]

. If a photon injects into a pixel, the photon

sputter an electron, and the electron induces avalanche in the depletion region. Thus
the pixel "fires" signal. Since each pixel can take only two states, "fired" or "not
fired", the MPPC has to have multi-pixel structure. By counting number of "fired"
pixels, one can know number of photons injected into the MPPC [9].
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Naoki, N states that by combining the output from all pixels, the total
charge from an MPPC is quantized to multiples of Q and proportional to the number
of pixels that underwent Geiger discharge (“fired”) [11]. The number of fired pixels is
proportional to the number of injected photons at relatively small number of photons
compared to the total number of pixels. However, when number of photons is equal
or larger than the total pixels the relationship becomes non-linear. The number of
pixels limit the number of photons enters the MPPC.

N fired = N pixel (1 − e

 N photon
− PDE 
 N pixel







)

(3.2)

Figure 3.9: Graph showing number of fired pixels versus number of
generated
photons.

To make the explanation simpler, we can assume that the Geiger mode APD
is a capacitance like element. The capacitance is charged at operating voltage of the
MPPC until the incidence of photon occurs. When photon is produced, it induces a
Geiger avalanche. The avalanche is passively quenched by a resistor integral to each
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pixel. The output charge, Q from a single pixel is independent of the number of
produced photoelectrons within the pixel.

Q = C (V − Vbd )

(3.3)

Where C is the capacitance of the pixel and V is the applied voltage. Pixel
capacitance, C is on the order of 10-100fF giving gain about 105 to 106 which enable
us to read out the signal from MPPC with simple electronic. Thickness of the
amplification region is a few microns; it may cause them to be insensitive to an
applied magnetic field and giving fast response.

We can observe clearly the number of photon from raw MPPC signal taken
on oscilloscope and the analog digital counter. In Figure 3.10(b), photon peaks are
clearly seen (the first peak corresponds to pedestal).

Figure 3.10: Signal of MPPC observed with (a) oscilloscope and (b)
measured ADC distribution [9].
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When illuminating the MPPC with a LED light, we can measure the charge
entering one MPPC pixel. Gain can be calculated by dividing the number of charge
corresponds to one peak to an electron charge. The gain of MPPC is about 105 to 106
and it is linearly proportional to the bias voltage. However, as the temperature
increases the gain decreases. This is because at higher temperature, number of dark
current carriers due to thermal excitation will be increasing and may cause decrement
of MPPC gain [7].

Figure 3.11: Graph of Gain versus bias voltage [7].

MPPC signals are disturbed by noise. There are two factors contributing to
noise, which are dark current and crosstalk. Dark current is caused by the thermal
excitation without existence of external light input such as scintillation and LED
light. To reduce dark current effect, MPPCs must be operated at low temperature.
Crosstalk is caused by the signal received by neighboring pixels; it may affect the
output pulse of the detected photon [11].
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Figure 3.12: Graph of noise rate versus voltage difference [7].

Figure 3.13: Graph of crosstalk rate versus voltage difference [7].

Photon detection efficiency (PDE), which is a fraction of incident photon
detected by active area of MPPC is defined as the equation (3.4). We can calculate
PDE by multiplying effect of active area incidence by photon, number of electron
hole pair going to Geiger mode and quantum efficiency of the APD.

PDE = ε geo × ε geiger ×η

(3.4)
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The first term varies depend on the design and size of the pixel. The second
term depends on the applied voltage and quantum efficiency of the APD varies with
photon’s wavelength [10]. For a 100-pixel MPPC, the PDE is about 65%, while a 400pixel MPPC has only 50% PDE. A better PDE can be obtained with a smaller size of
MPPC. Other than single photon detection, MPPC also been used in many
applications including fluorescence analysis, fluorescence lifetime measurement,
flow cytometry, neutrino detection, and positron emission tomography (PET).

3.2.5

Trigger Counters – Photomultiplier Tube (PMT)

Photomultiplier tubes (PMTs) are extremely sensitive detectors for lights in
the ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared ranges. These detectors multiply electrons
produced by an incident light by as much as 100 million times with multiple dynode
stages. It enables individual photons to be detected when the incident flux of light is
very low.

The combination of high gain, low noise, high frequency response, and
large area of collection has earned photomultipliers an essential place in nuclear and
particle physics, astronomy, medical diagnostics including blood tests, medical
imaging, motion picture film scanning (telecine), and high-end image scanners
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known as

drum

scanners.

Semiconductor

devices, particularly avalanche

photodiodes, are alternatives to photomultipliers. However, PMTs are uniquely wellsuited for applications requiring low-noise and high-sensitivity detection of light
that is imperfectly collimated [20]. PMTs are extraordinarily sensitive and moderately
efficient. We are using PMTs made by Hamamatsu Photonics in this research as
trigger counters.

3.2.6

Beta source – Strontium 90

Strontium is a soft, silver-gray metal that exists in nature as four stable
isotopes. Strontium-88 is the most prevalent form, comprising about 83% of natural
strontium. The other three stable isotopes and their relative abundance are strontium84 (0.6%), strontium-86 (9.9%), and strontium-87 (7.0%). Strontium is present in
nature chiefly as celestite (SrSO4) and strontianite (SrCO3), and it comprises about
0.025% of the earth’s crust [12].

Figure 3.14: Strontium-90
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Strontium-90 is the radio-active material which radiates electrons (beta
particles) of energy 933keV in decaying to Yttrium-90. Its half-life is about 29years.
Strontium-90 is an element of group 3 in a periodic table with atomic mass unit
87.62u. Since beta particles have less interactions with body compared to alpha
particles, a cancer mortality risk is very low [12] .

Strontium has a variety of commercial and research uses. Beta particles are
used in quality control to test the thickness of an item, such as paper, coming through
a system of rollers. Some of the beta radiation is absorbed while passing through the
product. If the product is made too thick or thin, a correspondingly different amount
of radiation will be absorbed

[13]

. A computer program monitoring the quality of the

manufactured paper will then move the rollers to change the thickness of the final
product. Inverse beta decay of a radioactive tracer isotope is the source of the
positrons used in positron emission tomography.

It also been used in certain optical materials, which may produce red flame
such as fireworks and signal flares. Strontium also used as an oxygen eliminator in
electron tubes and to produce glass for color television tubes. In addition, strontium90 have isotopic energy source which needed in various governmental research
applications, including in radiothermal generators to produce electricity for a variety
of purposes including devices to power remote weather stations, navigational buoys,
and satellites [13].
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3.3

Principle of Hit position Measurements

The plastic scintillating counter with WLS-fibres embedded is used for the
measurement of hit postion of muons. When charged particles such as muons hit the
detector, the scintillating photons are produced described by Bethe-Bloch equation
(as described in section 3.3.1) in the plastic scintillator. The number of photons
detected by MPPC is determined by parameters such as scintillation yields of the
plastic scintillator, solid angle of scintillating light to WLS-fiber (describe in section
3.3.2), probability of photon emission in WLS-fiber, trapping efficiency of WLSfiber and attenuation length of WLS-fiber as described in section 3.2.3.

It is expected that more photons are trapped by a closer WLS-fiber, thus
the hit positions of incident particles in the direction vertical to the WLS-fiber are
estimated by the ratio of the number of photons detected at neighboring fibers.

Ms =

mN m + (m + 1) N m+1 + (m + 2) N m+ 2 + ..
N m + N m+1 + N m+2 + ..

(3.5)

The number of photon in each WLS-fiber (N) is calculated by taking root of the
product of the number of photons measured at the left-handed (NL) and that of the
right-handed (NR) MPPC as described in equation (3.6) and (3.7). Figure 3.15 shows
number of photon detected at left and right MPPC.
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NL =

N
N
 x
 L− x
exp −  and N R = exp −

L 
2
2
 L


(3.6)

Figure 3.15: Number of photon detected by MPPC

N = NL × NR =

4N L N R
exp(−1)

(3.7)

The total number of photons (N) becomes independent of the hit position
in the direction parallel to a WLS-fiber, thus the hit position in the direction vertical
to a WLS-fiber can be estimated by the equation (3.5). By taking the combination of
the two plastic scintillating counters, where WLS-fibers are orthogonally oriented
each other, 2D measurements of hit position can be performed.

3.3.1

Energy deposit (Bethe-Bloch Equation)

Since the particles are moving at a velocity so close to that of light their
lifespan is, in the earth’s frame of reference, stretched to 6.35 x10-5 sec. This allows
them to reach the surface of the earth where we will be able to make measurements
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of them. When particles, such as a muon, travel through a material they lose energy
because of interactions with the electrons of the material. Interactions with the
nucleus are negligible because of the relative size of the nucleus to that of the
electron cloud. This energy is lost when the muon ionizes the atoms. The energy
lost is described by the Bethe-Bloch equation; on which our experiment’s analysis
will be based:

−

dE
Z 1  1  2me c 2 β 2γ 2Tmax 
δ
 − β 2 − 
ln
= Kz 2
2 
2
dx
A β 2 
I
2


(3.8)

This equation relates the term dE/dx, which is the rate of energy loss of the
particle with respect to the distance that it has traveled through the material, to the
energy the particle had upon entering the material. The energy term is found in the
β and γ terms, where:

β=

ν
c

and γ =

1
1− β 2

(3.9)

Here v is the muons velocity, and c is the speed of light. This equation takes
into account the material in question with the materials atomic number and mass, Z
and A respectively. The term Tmax is the maximum energy lost by the muon in any
collision with the electron. I is the mean excitation energy, which is the average
energy a muon losses by an interaction with the electron. The δ term is a correction
that is not applicable at the energy range we are measuring.
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[14]
Bloch equation solved for numerous materials
m
.
Figure 3.16: The Bethe-Bloch

Viewing the graph of the function shows
shows that slower moving particles lose
energy more quickly as a function of distance. This is due to the fact that slower
moving particles have more time to interact with the electrons when passing through
a material. Thus, these particles lose more energy to ionization. The minimum value
of -dE/dx on the graph is the minimum ionizing particles (MIP)) point, is found at
approximately the same momentum for various materials

[14]

. The rise in the

stopping
pping energy following the MIP point is due to relativistic effects.

We solved the Bethe-Bloch
Bethe Bloch equation to find the muons range through a
material as a function of incoming energy. The energy term is found by writing v in
terms of E:

E = γMc 2

where M is the rest mass of the muon. Solving for v yields:

(3.10)
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 Mc 2 

ν = c 1 − 
 E 

2

(3.11)

dE/dx can be written in terms of E, and solved for range as a function of energy:

E

−1

 dE 
R ( E ) = R ( E Min ) + ∫ 
 dE
dx 
E min 

(3.12)

here, Emin is the energy needed for a muon to penetrate a material, and dE/dx is
determined from the Bethe-Bloch equation. The Bethe-Bloch equation is too
difficult to evaluate; the solution to this problem is to solve for the range
numerically. By using 1GeV, we can calculate dE/dx is equal to 2.6MeV/cm. This
yields a particles range through a material increase with its incoming energy. The
total number of photons entering scintilator with this depositing energy is about
26000 photons.

3.3.2

Solid angle Estimation

Solid angle is one of the important factors to estimate the number of photon
detected by MPPC. Assuming the WLS fiber with radius, r was divided into smaller
elements, d0. The solid angle for all small elements was calculated using equation
3.12. By using trigonometry, the plane was resolved to x and y direction to simplify
the calculation.
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Figure 3.17: Fiber is divided into smaller element
π

r cos 2 θ
∫π L(d ) dθ
2

p (d ) =

−

(3.13)

2

When the source was placed on one position, we visualized that there is a particle
passage through the fiber. Summing up the solid angle for all section and integrate
them by the thickness of element, dl of the particle passage.

Figure 3.17: Particle passage into WLS-Fiber.

P ( D ) = ∫ p ( d ) dl
C

(3.13)
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3.3.2

Timing Information

Timing resolution is very important for particle identification (PID). All
photodetectors’ output signal including MPPC contains time jitter. Time jitter is the
time presents from the photon enter MPPC until the output pulse appears

[11]

. When

two photons entering the MPPC in a time period between t1 and t2 shorter than the
time jitter, then those two output pulses are embedded within the time jitter range. In
this case, MPPC cannot measure the time difference between the two detected
photons. However when two photons enter the MPPC with longer period time, the
MPPC can measure the time difference between them. Thus, time jitter gives
significant effects on detector time resolution.

3.3.4

Light yield estimation

Light yield detected by MPPC is determined by many factors such as
probability of wavelength shifted, total internal reflection condition, photon detection
efficiency and attenuation length. There are also some factors effecting from the
connector of MPPC and WLS. However their effect was too small and can be assume
as negligible.

N calc = N sc int × Pfiber × Patt × PDE

(3.14)
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3.4

Estimation of Position Resolutions

The position resolution should be small enough to measure a muon profile.
We would like to achieve the position resolution which is about 1% of the
superconducting solenoid radius or approximately a few millimeters.
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CHAPTER 4

OVERVIEW OF EXPERIMENT SETUP

4.1

Overview of Equipment

This detector consists of 5 parts as illustrated in Figure 4.1. A power supply is
connected to two voltage dividers. Each voltage divider has 8 channels and attached
to MPPCs. The MPPCs are attached with WLS fibres using a support frame, which is
carefully designed to match the alignment. The signals from MPPCs are connected to
an amplifier. One of the outputs from the amplifier is connected to an analog digital
converter (ADC) and the other is connected to another amplifier, whose output is
sent to the discriminator to make trigger signals.
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Figure 4.1: Overall view of hit position detector.

4.2

Instruments

4.2.1

Voltage Divider

A voltage divider circuit has 8 variable resistors to set different operating
voltage for different MPPCs. Note that all MPPC have different operating voltages
and they are already given by the manufacturer. While varying the voltage, we can
monitor the value of voltage by using a digital multimeter.
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Figure 4.2: Voltage Divider

4.2.2

MPPC Circuit

Basic MPPC circuit is constructed in order to enhance MPPC efficiency.
MPPC is connected to two resistances and two capacitances. These capacitances
called coupler are used to reduce environmental noise received while MPPC
detecting photon signals. Before the MPPC is attached with WLS fiber, the active
area is cleaned using 2-propanol and a thin layer of optical grease is applied.

Figure 4.3: Simple MPPC circuit.
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4.2.3

Collimator

A collimator is used to make the spread of beta particle to be small. The
collimator is made of an aluminium steel and having a small hole at the centre with
diameter of 1mm.

 

Figure 4.4: Beta particle collimator

4.3

Readout electronics

4.3.1

Signal Conditioning Unit

Signal conditioning unit is very important in determining the properties of the
signal. It always consists of amplifier and a discriminator. The signal from MPPC is
very small so it needs to be amplified by 100 before entering the discriminator. At the
discriminator, the analog signal whose pulse height is more than a threshold is
converted to the NIM logic signal. The logic signal is then connected to the
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coincidence module.

Figure 4.5: Signal conditioning Unit consists of amplifier and discriminator

4.3.2

Coincidence Logic

A coincidence module acts as AND or OR logic gate. The logic signal of a
left-handed MPPC is ANDed with that of the right-handed MPPC on the same WLS
fibre, whose outputs (8 channels in total) are then ORed by another coincidence
module to make the trigger signal.
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Figure 4.6: Coincidence Logic

4.4

Data Acquisition System (DAQ)

DAQ consists of many modules such as gate generators, fanin/fanout, delays
and a CC/NET. Gate generator 1 (G.G1) sends signal to fanin and fanout and
receives veto signal from Gate generator 2 (G.G2). Fanin and fanout divides the
signal to G.G2, delay and Gate generator 3 (G.G3). The signal to G.G2 is used as the
start of VETO signal. The signal delayed by 3ms connects to the CC/NET to start the
conversion. After finishing the conversion, the BUSY-OUT signal is transmitted
from the CC/NET. The BUSY-OUT signal is delayed by 100ms then connected to the
G.G2 to stop the VETO signal. ADC gate is made from G.G3 with 40ns delay
applied.
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Figure 4.7: Data Acquisition System (DAQ)

Further description regarding the modules types, advantages and its use are
described in appendix A1 to A7.

4.5

Data Taking System at PC

The data are recorded in a PC which is connected to the CAMAC controller,
CC/NET. Each run consists of 10000 events. Raw data are saved with ROOT files.
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CHAPTER 5

MEASUREMENTS WITH RADIOACTIVE SOURCES

5.1

Performance of MPPC

Each MPPC performance can be tested using LED. The LED is connected
to a clock generator. The clock generator is used to control the intensity of the LED
light. The LED light should be very dim so that only small amount of photon is
detected by the MPPC. A Neutral Density (ND) 1/10 filter is used to decrease the
intensity of the LED light by 10%. The signal of LED can be observed by using an
oscilloscope and analog digital converter (ADC). The experimental setup to check
the MPPC performance is shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: Experimental setup to check MPPC performance.

The result of the MPPC performance is very similar to the research done
by Yokoyama, M. et al (April 2006) as shown in Figure 5.2.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: Signal of MPPC taken with (a) oscilloscope (b) ADC

5.2

Measurement with one MPPC

5.2.1 Experimental Setup
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One MPPC is connected to fiber ends. A Beta source is placed on the fiber.
The beta source emits electrons and scintillating lights are produced in passing
through a plastic scintillator. The scintillating lights trapped by the WLS fibers are
detected by MPPCs. The signals received by MPPCs are too small to be triggered so
that amplifiers are used. MPPC signals can be observed using an oscilloscope and
ADC. ADCs are recorded in PC then plotted into histogram.

Figure 5.3: Measurement of one MPPC

Figure 5.4: ADC signal observed on oscilloscope
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5.3

Measurement with two MPPCs

5.3.1 Logic Circuit

Two MPPCs are connected to both fiber ends. The signals from both MPPCs
are connected to a discriminator, by which the analog signals more than thresholds
are converted into logic signals. The logic signals are connected to Quad fold
Coincidence which acts as AND logic. The coincidence signal is used as a trigger for
DAQ.

Figure 5.5: 2 MPPC connected to AND logic

Figure 5.6: Coincidence signal for 2 MPPC
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5.4

Measurement with 12 MPPCs

5.4.1 Logic Circuit

Position resolution is estimated using 12 MPPCs. The source position is
changed between all 6 fibers then the number of photons for each MPPC is
calculated.

Figure 5.7: Coincidence Logic for 12 MPPCs
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CHAPTER 6

TRIGGER USING PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

6.1

Photomultiplier tube noise check

A photomultiplier tube (PMT) was used as an extra trigger in this detector
testing. It was placed in the opposite direction to the MPPC. Firstly, we had to run a
noise check on the PMT to make sure that the signal received has less noise and more
accurate position resolution can be estimated. To make this noise check, we
measured single rates in 30 seconds at two different conditions which were the PMT
covered with a cap and the scintillator placed near to the PMT as shown in Figure 6.1
and 6.2. During this test, MPPCs were not connected to the scintillator.
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Figure 6.1: PMT with cap set up

Figure 6.2: Plastic scintillator near to PMT
Table 6.1: Rate of events for both conditions.

Condition

Rate (events / 30s), Hz

PMT covers

0

PMT attach scintillator

17

We found out that the light was coming from the internal reflection
condition inside the plastic scintillator (see Table 6.1). Thus, we continued the
research using different plastic scintillator conditions to minimize the noise signal in
order to get better detector.
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6.2

Measurement using two Photomultiplier Tube

Two photomultipliers tube is place inside the detector box about 1mm to
plastic scintilator. Note that PMT is using a very sensitive to light signal, black sheet
should be used to cover the whole detector box. The typical high voltage that been
used for PMT with serial number RD4932 and RD4970 from Hamamatsu photonics
is about 1500V, but now we are using 1700V and 1900V respectively so that the
signal is better. Both PMT signal was recorded and make sure the signal was
coincidence to each other. Set the threshold for the each PMT by varying between 200mV to -50mV. Rate of events over 30seconds was recorded in Table 6.2 for
different threshold.

Table 6.2: Rate for both PMT and their coincidence

Threshold

Rate of PMT 1

Rate of PMT 2

PMT coincidence

voltage(mV)

(Hz)

(Hz)

rate (Hz)

-50

1873

850

570

-100

786

336

202

-150

446

181

96

-200

302

99
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Rate of both PMT are different to each other. We decided to choose
threshold which the rate of particle detected about the same for both. Now, we set
threshold voltage of -100mV for PMT 2 and -200mV for PMT 1. Figure 6.3
illustrates the PMT signal taken by oscilloscope.
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Voltage, V (mV)



Time,t (sec)
Figure 6.3: PMT 2 signal at high voltage = 1700V

6.3

Measurement using different scintillator conditions

When the source was placed on the plastic scintillator, total internal
reflection will occurs inside the WLS fiber. However, this total internal reflection
may cause too many noise signals and affected the MPPC signal. We decide three
scintillator conditions in order to eliminate and reduce these noise signals. Mirror
condition is where the plastic scintillator was wrapped with aluminum foil. It
represents 100% reflection inside the scintillator. Open condition represents normal
condition where some of the signal are partially reflected and released to
surroundings. Finally, the black sheet represents black body condition which
absorbed all reflections. For all three conditions, we take some data at different
source position and estimate the position resolution for each condition.
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6.3.1

Mirror

An aluminum foil was used in this experiment. Aluminum usually reflected
100% light and has almost same properties as mirror. The surface of aluminum foil
was cleaned using 2-propanol to remove ores and watermarks. Cut the foil same size
as the plastic scintillator. Stick the foil to the scintillator using tape and make sure
that the surface near to PMT is not covered with the foil. PMTs were placed about
1mm from the scintillator. Three fibers which are nearest to PMT were connected
with MPPCs. Run 1000 events of pedestal check before start taking data for different
source positions. Data for these 6 MPPCs and 2PMTs were recorded in 10000events.
Figure 6.4 shows the experimental setup for mirror condition.

Figure 6.4: Experimental setup for mirror condition
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6.3.2

Open

The aluminum foil was removed for open condition experiment (see Figure
6.5). We hope that the rate for open condition will be lesser due to smaller internal
reflection in the fibers. Firstly, run the pedestal check of this condition in about 1000
events. Data for 10000 events were taken for open condition by varying the source
positions.

Figure 6.5: Experimental setup for open condition

6.3.3

Black sheet

Finally, cover the scintillator with black sheet but only left the surface
nearest to PMT uncover as shown in Figure 6.6. We estimated that the rate of events
occurs in Black sheet condition will be lower compare to mirror and open condition
due to black body radiation which was absorbed by the black sheet. Run the pedestal
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check and takes 10000 events for each different source positions.

Figure 6.6: Experimental setup for black sheet condition
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CHAPTER 7

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

7.1

Measurement with radioactive source

A source is placed on the fiber 4. Threshold is set to 5 photons before
taking data from the MPPCs. ADCs from 12 MPPCs are recorded and plotted into
histogram. ADC distributions measured with 12 MPPCs are shown in Figure 7.1. The
number of photons (N) received by each MPPC is calculated using equation 7.1.

N=

ADC − pedestal
gain

(7.1)

Pedestal is estimated by the first peak on each histogram recorded from
MPPCs signal. Gain is estimated by the ADC counts between the first photon peak
and the second peak. Pedestal and gain for each MPPC are shown in Table 7.1.
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ADC channel

ADC channel

ADC channel

ADC channel

Figure 7.1: Measurement with 12 MPPCs (Threshold: 5 photons)

Table 7.1: Pedestal and gain for each MPPC

MPPC

Pedestal

Channel/photon

1L

123

6.4

1R

235

6.2

2L

124

7.4

2R

205

6.4

3L

294

6.2

3R

34

5.8

4L

34

7.0

4R

35

7.0

5L

38

3.8

5R

35

6.6

6L

35

6.8

6R

31

6.8
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The ADC histogram for the MPPC taken without the source is shown in
Figure 7.2. In Figure 7.2, the MPPC thermal noise (see Chapter 3) is seen around at 5
photons.
The ADC histogram for the MPPC connected to the fiber 4 as is shown in
Figure 7.3. The peak around 10 photons is observed with the MPPC thermal noise
seen below 7 photons.
The ADC histogram for the MPPC connected to the next fiber 5 is shown
in Figure 7.4. In Figure 7.4, the peak seen around 2 photons is considered as the
thermal noise. The signal is expected to be seen around at 5 photons.
With the self trigger of MPPC, it is found that the negligible amount of
noise is measured. In order to delete the amount of noise, the same kind of
measurement is performed with new triggering scheme using PMTs as describe in
Section 7.2.

ADC channel
Figure 7.2: ADC histogram for MPPC without source.
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Number of Photons
Figure 7.3: ADC histogram for MPPC near source.

Number of Photons
Figure 7.4: ADC histogram for MPPC far from source.

All histogram was programmed to change to event versus number of
photons graph. Number of photon on fiber 1L and 1R can be seen in Figure 7.5
below. The peak was fit to Gaussian distribution to simplify the calculation. Peaks
now represent number of photons detected by MPPC.

Figure 7.6 shows the light yield by each MPPCs. The maximum number
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of photon is 10 photons. It shows that the maximum light yield was detected when
the source was placed on fiber. However, the background noise was very large. Thus,
gives us difficulties in determining photons’ peak.

Figure 7.5: Number of photons signal on MPPC 1L and 1R

Figure 7.6: Light yield by each MPPCs.
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We identify that most of the noise signal comes from the scintillator. Thus,
the following experiment was done in order to eliminate noise signal.




7.2

Trigger using Photo Multiplier tube

In this prototype, fibers are aligned in one direction, y direction. Additional
2 PMTs are put at the other side of scintillator in x direction. Rates of events in 30
seconds have been measured before determining the threshold and high voltage of
these 2 PMTs (see Chapter 6). Data are taken for 3 different surface conditions of the
scintillator with varying the source position. Calculated positions are examined to see
the correlation with the source position. And position resolutions are examined at
different source positions.

Linear relations for calculated position with respect to the real source
position are exhibited for all three conditions in Figure 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9. Some of the
calculated positions are shifted and slightly different from the original position.
However, they are still in the range of error bar which are calculated from the root
mean square of the position value.
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Figure 7.7: Graph of calculated position versus real source position 

(Open Condition)


Figure 7.8: Graph of calculated position versus real source position

(Aluminium Condition)
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Figure 7.9: Graph of calculated position versus real source position

(Black Sheet Condition)

The comparison between three conditions calculated position with respect
to the source position is shown in Figure 7.10. It is found that with the black sheet
condition the most accurate source position with smallest error value is obtained of
other two conditions. This is considered that the scintillating lights are absorbed at
the black sheet so that the number of photons captured in neighboring fibers is
reduced. This makes the root mean square of the hit position to be small (see
equation 3.5).
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Figure 7.10: Comparison between three scintillator conditions

The resolution of hit position is determined from a sigma calculated by
fitting the hit position distribution with the Gaussian. Lower resolution results in
better detector. As introduced in Chapter 3, hit positions of incident particles are
calculated using the centre of mass formula (equation 3.5). In this calculation, we
only take the fiber 5, 6 and 7 into consideration. Measured resolutions for each
scintillator condition are shown in Table 7.2. This simplistic calculation would make
poor determination of hit position when the source becomes far from the fiber 6.

From Table 7.2, it can be concluded that the best resolution of 3.5 mm and
most accurate hit position can be obtained by covering a black sheet on a scintillator.
Figure 7.11, 7.12 and 7.13 shows the resolution for three different scintillator
conditions.
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Table 7.2: Measured resolution of hit position for each scintillator condition.

Conditions

Resolution

Open

4mm

Aluminum

4.5mm

Black Sheet

3.5mm






Figure 7.11: Graph of Resolution versus source position (Open Condition)





Figure 7.12: Graph of Resolution versus source position (Aluminium condition)
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Figure 7.13: Graph of Resolution versus source position (Black Sheet Condition)




Thus, it can be conclude that the black sheet condition gives the best

resolution and most accurate hit position determination.





Figure 7.14: Comparison of Resolution versus source position for three

scintillator conditions.
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

8.1

Conclusion

As a conclusion, we have studied a prototype of the novel plastic scintillating
detector to measure hit positions of charged particles with WLS and MPPC readout.
The hit-position resolution of 3.5 mm has been achieved by the prototype detector.
This position resolution would successfully meet the requirements imposed by the
MUSIC.

In addition, we have studied light yields of the detector. The light yield
depends on the position of a beta source. As expected, the source position is nearer to
WLS fiber, the light yield will become greater. The estimated number of photons is
about twice the measured results, where the calculated photons was about 17.8
photons but the measured values recorded was about 10 photons only. This maybe
due to some experimental effect which is assumed to be negligible such as an active
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area exposed between MPPC and WLS. This is being under investigation but the
agreement within a factor of two would be sufficient with this include estimation.

It has been found that the use of additional 2 photomultiplier tube as a trigger
can eliminate some fake triggers due to noises of MPPCs. The detection of particle
position becomes more accurate with two dimensional measurements. We detect
some cosmic ray with the rate of below than 10Hz when measure using PMT trigger
counter. From our observation, we can conclude that black sheet shows more
accurate reading to real position due to high attenuation of light yield as a function of
distance, caused by less total internal reflection inside the wavelength shifting fiber.

A signal to noise ratio for the open condition is the largest among them with
13dB. A larger signal to noise ratio would show better efficiency of the detector.
Even though, the resolution is not as good as black sheet condition but it still reach
the minimum requirement of the detector.

The construction of the real muon beamline for MUSIC is now in progress in
March, 2010. We hope that this new type of the particle detector using MPPC
readout will give a high impact to development of the MUSIC.
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8.2

Future Prospects

In future, we will construct a production version of the detector using 60
MPPCs. It would be used to monitor the muon distribution in a muon beam at the
MUSIC. The success of the MUSIC project would give significant benefits to many
science branches, such as elementary particle, nuclear physics, archaeology and solid
state physics. In particle physics, we are hoping to investigate charged lepton flavor
violation (cLFV) to reveal new physics phenomena beyond the Standard Model of
particle physics. The MUSIC also can be used to study various materials by using the
muon magnetic moment, which is very suitable in determining materials’ properties.
In addition, we are planning to use this detector with a large size for a Q-ball search
which would prove the asymmetry between matter and anti-matter in the Universe.
.
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Nim Model 612A
12 Channel PM amplifie
The LeCroy Model 612A is a new 12-channel, 200 MHz
bandwidth, gain of 10 linear amplifier packaged in a #1 NIM
module. Representing a major advance in fast amplifier stability,
dynamic range, and general utility, the 612A allows the
experimenter for the first time to consider the use of economical,
lower gain photomultiplier tubes even in demanding direct-coupled
ADC applications. The Model 612A offers a built-in fan-out of two,
simplifying simultaneous use of the same photomultiplier signal for
both analog and logic purposes by eliminating the extra cable run
necessary when both anode and dynode signals are used. Packaged
12 channels per module, the 612A offers substantial savings in bin
space and is directly compatible with standard LeCroy 12-channel
ADC's and multichannel discriminators.
A new high-speed operational amplifier circuit design
makes the performance of the amplifier virtually independent of
external variables such as supply voltages or temperature. Input and
output DC levels remain negligibly small even when the module is
moved from bin to bin, or under extremes of operating temperature.
There is virtually no warm-up drift on turn-on. These stability
characteristics, to- gether with the excellent linearity, speed and
noise characteristics of the circuit, come very close to the ideal of a
"transparent gain" element that simply magnifies the input without
significant distortion or operating constraints.
The Model 612A normally operates from +6, +/-12, and -24
volts. A rear-panel switch permits operation from -6 instead of -12
volts for those applications in which -6 volts is easily available and
where a moderate saving in power consumption is more important
than dynamic range. When operated from -6 volts, maximum output
amplitude is reduced from -5 to -2 volts. In either case, the large output levels available
reduce recovery time problems associated with over
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Nim Model 710 Philips Scientific
Octal Discriminator

The model 710 is a high-performance, eight channel,
leading edge discriminator packaged in a single-width NIM
module. It features independent threshold and width controls, a
fast veto for inhibiting, a prompt linear summed output, and a
versatile output configuration with four updating outputs per
channel. The 710 has high input sensitivity of -10mV variable to 1volt via a 15-turn front panel control. A front panel test point on
each channel provides a DC voltage equal to ten times the actual
threshold to insure accurate settings.
A unique summed output, common to all eight channels,
delivers -1mA of current for each activated channel, thus allowing
a fast decision to be made on the number of channels
simultaneously hit. Up to 16 channels can be "OR'D" directly by
cable to other summed outputs providing a versatile scheme to
form a trigger.
Inhibiting of the discriminator can be accomplished in
two ways. A front panel LEMO input accepts a NIM level pulse
for fast simultaneous inhibiting of all eight channels. Secondly, a
slow bin gate via the rear panel connector inhibits the module and
is enabled or disabled from a rear panel slide switch. Output
durations are continuously variable via a front panel control over
the range of 4nSec to 150nSec.
The updating design permits dead timeless operation
which is desirable for fast coincidence applications at high rates.
The 710 has four high-impedance current switching outputs per
channel. They are configured as one pair of double amplitude
bridged outputs, one normal NIM level and one complemented
NIM level.
When only one output from the bridged pair is used, a
double amplitude NIM pulse (-32mA) is generated, useful for
driving long cables with narrow pulses. Two normal NIM levels
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are produced when both of the bridged outputs operate into 50 ohm loads. The output rise
times and fall times are typically 1.5nSec, and their shapes are unaffected by the loading
conditions of the other outputs.
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CAMAC Model 2249A
12 Channel A-to-D Converter
The LRS Model 2249A 12-Channel Analog-to-Digital Converter
embodies all the operational characteristics which have proved important for
general-purpose use in high energy particle physics, including expanded
resolution (0.1%), higher sensitivity, excellent stability, faster digitizing rate,
LAM and Q suppression, provision for fast clear, calibrating test mode, and
flexible LAM options.
These ADCs are specifically intended for use in demanding
applications such as particle identification using de/dx counters, recording xray, neutron, or recoil proton energies using lead glass or other total energy
absorbtion counters, improving time resolution by correcting for slewing due to
variances in counter output amplitudes, monitoring gas threshold Cherenkov
counters, and debugging or monitoring proportional or drift chambers.
The Model 2249A contains twelve complete ADC's in a single-width
CAMAC module. Each ADC offers a resolution of ten bits to provide 0.1%
resolution over a wide 1024-channel dynamic range. The factor of 4 wider
range allows operations with broad signal spectra such as are encountered in
experiments anticipating fractionally charged particles or covering extensive
energy ranges. It also greatly reduces the necessity for careful adjustment of
signal strengths to match the limited range of an 8-bit, 256-channel instrument.
The input sensitivity of the Model 2249A is 0.25 pC/count for a full scale range
of 256 pc. This is compatible with most available signal sources and no
additional buffering or reshaping of any kind is required to digitize nanosecond
pulses.
The excellent long-term stability, temperature characteristics, and
isolation between ADC channels assure accurate and reliable performance
under the demanding conditions encountered in actual experiments.
Confirmation of operation and calibration is provided by the unique test feature
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which allows all twelve ADC's or an entire system to simultaneously digitize a charge
proportional to a dc level provided to a front-panel Lemo connector or patched into Pi, P2 or
P5 of the Dataway connector.
The Model 2249A offers excellent event rate capability through the incorporation of
a fast clear and a fast digitizing rate. The fast clear input enables the ADC to begin digitizing
on the command of a prompt gate and be reset, if necessary, before the end of conversion on
the basis of delayed logic or chamber information. This feature eliminates the long input
delay cables now required in these situations.
End of conversion of modules which contain data is flagged by generation of a
CAMAC LAM. Readout of modules which do not contain information can be eliminated
either by use of the LAM signals or through Q suppression.
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NIM Model 794
The Quad Gate/Delay Generator

The Quad Gate/Delay Generator, Model 794, complies fully with
the NIM specification TID-20893 and is packaged in a single width
module. In monostable mode, Gate/Delay periods may be adjusted either
locally or remotely from less than 50nSec to more than 10 seconds. Each
channel also operates in a Set/Reset flip-flop mode. A bright LED indicates
an active gate condition. Versatile input and output structures provide
compatibility with NIM, ECL, and TTL standards. Further flexibility is
afforded by programming jumpers mounted on the printed circuit board.
These jumpers allow selected inputs and outputs to be assigned alternate
logic functions or polarities.

The model 794 time-base circuit is non-updating and exhibits
essentially no deadtime. Monostable Gate/Delay periods are selected by a
combination of the RANGE switch and an analog programming input. A
monitor test point provides a 0 to 1 Volt output which is proportional to the
Gate/Delay period. Setting the Gate/Delay period with an oscilloscope is
easily accomplished by pushing the TRIGGER pushbutton. Depressing this
switch for more than 0.5 seconds causes the time-base to retrigger at a 1
KHz rate. In the bistable mode, the Gate/Delay period is equal to the
interval between the arrival of the trigger and reset functions. The DELAY
output always occurs at the trailing edge of the GATE output and its output
width may be adjusted by a front panel potentiometer.
There are three ways to trigger the Model 794. The TRIGGER
input is compatible with both positive TTL levels and negative NIM logic.
This input presents high impedance to positive signals and 50 ohms to
negative signals. The time-base triggers on the leading edge of the input
pulse regardless of its logic type. The gate period is independent of the
TRIGGER pulse width.
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Nim Model 752
Quad Two-fold Logic Unit
The model 752 is a high-performance, four channel,
two-input logic unit packaged in a single width NIM module. It
performs logical AND, OR, fan-in and fan-out functions. Each
channel has two logic inputs, a two position switch for selecting
the logic function desired, an output width control, and six
outputs.
A fast veto is common to all four channels which
permits anti-coincidence decisions. In addition, a bin gate
applied via the rear panel connector inhibits the entire module
and is enabled or disabled from a rear panel slide switch.
After the inputs have satisfied the logic function
desired, triggering of an updating regenerative stage produces a
standardized output pulse, independent of the input pulse shapes
or overlap times. Output durations are continuously variable
over the range of 4nSec to 1mSec.
The updating design ensures dead timeless operation,
while the double-pulse resolution is 6.5nSec for fast counting
applications. The 752 has six high-impedance current switching
outputs per channel. They are configured as two pairs of doubleamplitude bridged outputs and two complemented NIM levels.
When only one output from the bridged pair is used, a doubleamplitude NIM pulse (-32mA) is generated for driving long
cables with narrow pulse widths.
Two normal NIM levels are produced when both of the
bridged outputs operate into 50 ohm loads. The output rise times
and fall times are typically 1.5nSec, and their shapes are
virtually unaffected by the loading conditions of the other
outputs.njh



